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Interpretation & Accessibility 

v La interpretación al español está disponible: haga clic

en el globo en la parte inferior derecha de su pantalla.

v L'interprétation est disponible vers le français : cliquez
sur le globe en bas à droite de votre écran.

v Interpretation is available in English: click on the globe 

in the bottom right of your screen.

The slide decks are available in French and Spanish: see the chat for links! 

Please ask questions in the chat, and chat or speak in the language that best works 
for you.



Download 
the GCT 

App! 



❖ Welcome and Intro to the GCT

❖ Review of the Key Features of the GCT 

❖ Sexual and Gender Diversity within the 

Gender Climate Tracker

❖ NDC Analyses

❖ Looking Forward to COP28: How can we use 

the GCT? 

❖ Closing Remarks and Questions

Agenda



Tara Daniel and Claudia Rubio 
WEDO  

Gender Climate Tracker: 
Introduction and Overview



History
❖ Launched in 2016 after the Paris 

Agreement as an app, 2018 as a website

❖ Understand gaps and track progress
regarding gender within UNFCCC 
processes

❖ Tool for advocates, negotiators, 
practitioners, and decision-makers



❖ Provide easy, on-the-go access to key 
statistics, policies, and research 

❖ Track gender-responsive climate action 
globally

❖ Support relevant stakeholders to further 
understand and advance the implementation 
of gender-responsive climate policy

What can the GCT do?

By reviewing, compiling and publishing this 
information, the app empowers decision-makers, 

advocates and civil society to hold their governments 
accountable to their gender commitments.



Website

genderclimatetracker.org

Gender Mandates

Women’s Participation Statistics  

with interactive comparison

Country Profiles 

with linked resources and news

Resources 

News

Gender Mandates

Women’s Participation Statistics 

with Party-level history

Country Profiles

App



GCT Sections
❖ Gender Mandates: Navigate all UNFCCC decisions 

that contain a reference to gender (and soon IPCC, 
CBD and CCD references)

❖ Participation Statistics: The participation of women 
and men in UNFCCC Party delegations and 
constituted bodies 

❖ Country Profiles: Key advocacy information, 
including NDC gender analyses and relevant news 
and resources 

❖ News & Resources: Relevant news and resources 
(including NAP analyses and UNFCCC submissions) 



Let’s Explore the 
Gender Climate Tracker

website!



Leo Goldsmith and Diego de León Segovia 
Out4Sustainability    

Resources:
Sexual and Gender Diversity within the 

Gender Climate Tracker



Sexual and Gender Diversity 
within the 

Gender Climate Tracker

BY: LEO GOLDSMITH AND DIEGO DE LEON



OUT4S Background
We are a national non-profit that provides a platform for co-creating climate 
resilience and environmental justice by and for LGBTQIA+ communities.

Our board is made up of queer, transgender, and allied experts on climate and 
environmental impacts on LGBTQIA+ communities

Current and previous activities:
◦ Collaborative events focused on emergency management for LGBTQIA+ communities
◦ Fiscal sponsorships of queer and trans grassroots groups in Puerto Rico
◦ Full-day queer climate justice institute 
◦ Sharing resources



Included Literature
Literature scales from international to local scale

Sexual and gender minorities face economic, health, and social 
disparities that are exacerbated due to climate-related disasters

Sexual and gender minorities are overwhelmingly not included 
in climate adaptation plans or disaster mitigation, 
preparedness, response, and relief leading to services and 
resources that do not consider their needs. 
◦ Barriers of access to services and resources
◦ Discrimination in services 
◦ Impacts gender minorities disproportionately



Submissions with inputs for the third technical dialogue of the Paris Agreement Global Stocktake

Submission on the views for the output of the Paris Agreements Global Stocktake (included global survey)
◦ The Secretariat included three  specific references in the final report that explicitly mention the LGBTQ+ 

people 

Lessons learned and next steps 
◦ There is a general lack of peer-reviewed articles and quantitative data. Most of the information available is 

anecdotal. 

◦ Most of the literature is centered in the United States. 

◦ Databases such as the GCT and ProQuest Gender were crucial in identifying relevant sources 
◦ Expert review was fundamental to improving the quality of the submissions. 

◦ This process can be replicated in other multilateral environmental discussions 

International work





Become a Gender 
Climate Tracker!



How to Become a 
Gender Climate Tracker!



Hwei Mian Lim 

Country Profiles:
NDC Gender Analyses



Components of the Analysis
o Relevant Context
o Process for Developing NDC 
o Description of Monitoring / Implementation 

Mechanism 
o Summary of Gender Reference
o Means of Implementation
o Additional concepts 



Let’s check out three 
Nationally Determined 
Contribution Analyses!



Tara Daniel and Mwanahamisi Singano
WEDO  

GCT: 
Looking Forward to COP28: 

How can we use the GCT? 



v Review the progression of 
language

v Analyze what has been 
agreed to or reiterated

v Focus on informed advocacy  
v Formulate textual asks

How-To: Civil 
Society Advocates



How-To:Negotiator
(Preparation)

v Review the progression 
of language

v Analyze what has been 
agreed to or reiterated

v Focus on informed 
coordination

v Formulate text



How-To: 
Negotiator 

v Cross-check proposed 
text on different 
thematic areas

v Reference based on 
year, tags and themes

v Intervene with textual 
support and evidence



Women’s Participation: 
Civil Society Advocates  
v Use information on

delegation size and 
breakdown by sex across
meetings to inquire about
commitment to and 
support for gender
balance



Women’s Participation: 
Negotiators 

v Compare your
historical women’s
participation data to
Parties with similarities
to yours, including
similar delegation size



Country Profiles
v Consider your country’s NDC and 

how it represents your contribution 
to the Paris Agreement

v Gain knowledge of your country’s 
relevant news and resources, 
including NAP analyses and 
UNFCCC submissions

v Identify various actors who may be 
working in your country using news 
and resources



Let’s Explore the 
Gender Climate Tracker

website!



Key Takeaways
Know the data: The most effective advocacy is informed advocacy. On your road to COP28, review 
the GCT to gain key information to hold parties accountable to their commitments. 

Understanding gender across multi-lateral agreements and policies: The new features in the 
GCT allow us to enhance collaboration and strengthen gender-responsive advocacy across multilateral 
agreements and policies. 

Become a Gender Climate Tracker! Our 2-minute video reviews the GCT and describes how to 
submit resources. You play a role in tracking the implementation of gender-responsive climate 
action. 

By providing easy, on-the-go and relevant information, the GCT serves as a key tool 
on your road to COP28.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB1pUCjLbcY


Questions? 



Thank You! Merci! Gracias!
For more information on the GCT:

claudia@wedo.org or gct@wedo.org

Download the GCT!

mailto:claudia@wedo.org
mailto:gct@wedo.org



